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Jenny Sabin Studio’s (JSS) interest in designing a community-centered, vibrant, and innovative public artwork installation for the City of Glendale is inspired by 
unanimous goals: JSS’s mission to create locally driven, engaging, and transformative spaces together with diverse communities and the expressed intentions 
of the City of Glendale’s Arts and Culture Commission to promote inventive, dynamic public art celebrating the city’s unique cultural and physical landscape. 
This includes embodying civic neighborhoods through an activated overhead canopy intervention with connected street furniture elements and programming 
for visitors and locals alike. Specializing in innovative design and fabrication which looks to hyper-local inspiration to generate spaces, JSS is uniquely qualified 
and invested in opportunities for varied, material, and community-orientated interventions.

Our proposal, AgoraKnit, is a responsive and sustainable civic environment that continually transforms through community engagement and participation. The 
name of the project speaks to its urban and material natures. Agora + Knit co-generate a diverse central public place, literally meaning “gathering”, through 
digital textile fabrication processes and the knitting of a collective, cohesive, social fabric. As a responsive community-focused urban intervention, AgoraKnit 
will enrich the day-to-day experiences of Gendale’s diverse community, inspiring moments of pause through an engaging and welcoming environment. Through 
its highly transformational nature, it will also become an alluring destination spot to the greater LA area and visitors/tourists. Our generative design approach will 
sensitively engage with these inputs, including incorporating color, high-tech responsive fibers, an optional misting system, and photoluminescent materials 
as a choregraphed dance of color and light constantly changing from day to night. The design strategy will provide shade, foster play and interaction, and 
promote performance, health, and wellbeing through soft light-filled forms, responsive materials, and areas that are transformational, beautiful, inclusive, and 
connecting. With two stage options, a modular and moveable larger stage, and a tower platform for smaller impromptu performances, AgoraKnit will also serve 
as a new performance space connecting to Glendale’s cultural infrastructure, such as the Alex Theatre, ACE 121 Gallery, the Brand Library & Art Center, and the 
City’s numerous multi-cultural organizations. AgoraKnit incorporates all five of ACC’s curatorial expectations through 1.) Direct physical engagement with the 
public; 2.) by creating multiple visual angles and approaches; 3.) continuous activation and transformation, day and night; 4.) the incorporation of cutting-edge 
technologies, high-tech sustainable and responsive materials, and highly creative mediums and computational design strategies; 5.) and sustainable, robust, 
and durable materials and design strategies that will require minimal maintenance. 

Specifically, AgoraKnit is a suspended responsive canopy structure composed of ePTFE digitally knit photoluminescent and high-tech fibers with a collection of 
occupiable elements and street furniture, including: 1.) A steel and cable net tower structure that will double as primary structure to the canopy and programmed 
as a small stage for intimate performances, buskers, and circular public seating at the edge; 2.) 12 suspended rope seats hang from the canopy structure offering 
playful and interactive options for individual and collective seating; 3.) a modular and moveable larger stage for formal and organized performances; 4.) 100 
individual spool stools providing both organized seating during performances and informal aggregations for the public to gather and interact; 5.) 3 kiosks for 
varied programmed use and functions; 6.) and an optional integrated misting system to cool the local environment. The canopy is composed of hundreds of 
digitally knitted cones and cells fabricated from industrial and fire code grade ePTFE yarn material which are tensioned and assembled into the larger structure. 
An integrated outdoor grade lighting system will activate the space at night allowing for a constantly changing environment of color, light, reflection, and shadow.
 

Concept Narrative
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JSS’s design strategy integrates environment and community through 
advancements in computational design and contemporary digital fabrication 
techniques, generating interventions that envelope and activate daily 
routines and exchanges. As with all of our projects, our approach to the 
overhead installation at Artsakh Ave will incorporate local inputs latent 
in Glendale’s cultural and natural landscapes. We will create innovative 
solutions that together form a positive and unique contribution to the city’s 
urban fabric, local pedestrian streetscape and areas of public gathering 
to stimulate community exchange. JSS’s conceptual design strategy is 
purposefully open and adjustable, allowing for changes throughout the 
design process. We will bring high-performance design with durable and 
long-lasting applications with close attention to issues of scale and local 
material cues.

With every project JSS seeks to inspire community, play and wonder. We 
aim to create meaningful and immersive spaces at the forefront of design 
and collaborative thinking. AgoraKnit for the City of Glendale will be an 
immersive, socially responsive urban intervention, living as an embodiment 
of inclusivity by honoring the city’s vibrant fabric and embracing local 
environments.Thank you in advance for your consideration. We look forward 
to collaborating with the City of Glendale, the Arts and Culture Commission, 
the Urban Art Fund, and local community stakeholders to develop accessible, 
playful, unique, and, above all, unifying artwork to bring residents together 
in the City of Glendale. 

Concept Narrative - our promise 
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Canopy Plan
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West Elevation
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 Type 316, 7x19 Stainless Steel Wire Rope
 3/8" Diameter
 Stainless Steel Finish

 4” Steel Ring
 White Powder Coat Finish

 6” Steel Column
 White Powder Coat Finish

 Wood Platform

Photoluminescent,
345D Flat ePTFE
Weaving Filament

Misting System (Optional)

White, 1 ½” Nylon Webbing 

White, 345D Flat ePTFE
Weaving Filament

Central Tower Hanging Cone
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Timeline

JSS Design Refinement: 4 months (02/01/22-05/31/22)
 Jenny Sabin Studio
 Structural Consultant
 Lighting Consultant 

In Process Review: 06/01/22
 Jenny Sabin Studio
 City of Glendale Arts and Culture Commission

JSS Design Revisions: 1 month (06/01/22-07/01/22)
Jenny Sabin Studio
 Structural Consultant
 Lighting Consultant (Optional)

Final Design Approval Review: 07/01/22
Jenny Sabin Studio
 City of Glendale Arts and Culture Commission

Fabrication: 4 months (07/01/22-10/31/22)
 Jenny Sabin Studio
 One Hand One Hand (or other)
 Gore PTFE Fibers
 Rainier Industries
 Shima Seiki (or other)

Shipping: 2 weeks (11/01/22-11/14/22)

Installation: 2 weeks (11/14/22-11/30/22)

Project Completion: December 01, 2022*

*Tentative date based on RFP timeline of installation deliveries set forth by the City of Glendale 

Arts and Culture Commission (ACC).        
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Materials List

Tower: 
Description: P2.5 STD Top Ring
3’0” Diameter
Finish: white powder-coat

Description: P4 STD Fly Ring
8’0” Diameter
Finish: white powder-coat

Description: P6 STD Column
Height: 46’0”  
Finish: white powder-coat

Description: TYPE 316, 7x19 Stainless Steel Wire Rope w/ adjustable 
clevis end connections
3/8” Diameter
Qty: 46 
Finish: Stainless Steel

Canopy: 
Description: 345D Flat ePTFE Weaving Filament
Color: White

Description: 345D Flat ePTFE Weaving Filament
Color: Photoluminescent

Description: 1 ½” Nylon Webbing
Color: White

Description: 3” Nylon Webbing
Color: White

Hanging Seating: 
Description: ½” Polyester Rope w/ 4” eye spliced ends 
Color: White 
Qty: 32

Description: P2 STD Seat Rings
Diameter: 3’6” 
Qty: 2
Finish: white powder-coat
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Budget

COMPANY Project TYPE QUANTITY $USD

RAINIER Fabrication Canopy knit finishing/seaming/sewing 1 $50,000.00

AVATAR Knits Fabrication Canopy windows - knit manufacturing 250 $25,000.00

Shima Seiki WHOLEGARMENT Fabrication Canopy cones - knit manufacturing 15 $15,000.00

Diamond Nets, Inc. Fabrication Canopy Suspended seating 12 $8,000.00

1H1H or TBD Fabrication Main Tower 1 $75,000.00

1H1H or TBD Fabrication Main Tower Small Stage & Seating platform 1 TBD

1H1H or TBD Fabrication Vendor Booths 3 TBD

1H1H or TBD Fabrication Seating Stools 100 TBD

1h1h or TBD Fabrication Modular Main Stage 1 TBD

McMaster Carr etc. Materials Tower/Booth Installation Hardware $3,500.00

Strapworks/California Webbing Mills Materials 1.5" Polyester Webbing $10,000.00

Dazian Materials PTFE thread for sewing $1,500.00

Gore Materials Photoluminescent PTFE Yarn 30kg $18,500.00

Gore Materials PTFE White Yarn $10,000.00

MistCooling Misting System Polyethelene tubing, nozzles $10,000.00

MistCooling Misting System Pump $5,000.00

Chauvet or TBD Lighting Lighting Program Module 1 $1,000.00

Elation Lighting Elation SIXPAR 200 IP Lighting fixtures 8 $6,000.00

Elation or TBD Lighting 40mm Trigger Clamps 8 $500.00

Elation or TBD Lighting DMX + Edison Cables 1000' $1,000.00

Focus Lighting Lighting Consultant Lighting Design + Layout $15,000.00

OddLot  Structural Consultant Engineering & Stamp $25,000.00

Gore Engineering/Development PTFE Photoluminescent Yarn $10,000.00

1H1H or TBD Installation Team Project Installation $65,000.00

Jenny Sabin Studio Design Fee Design Fee / Labor / Production $95,000.00

Shipping Shipping Fee Shipping Fee $10,000.00

Jenny Sabin Studio Installation / Travel Labor / Travel $8,000.00

Contingency Contingency $32,000.00

DRAFT BUDGET USD $500,000.00

Glendale Artsakh Ave. Overhead Installation

Jenny Sabin Studio

700 Cascadilla St. Suite 202

Ithaca, NY 14850
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Glendale Citywide Public Art Landmarks RFP 
Artsakh Avenue : Overhead Installation



Depeña Studio is the multidisciplinary art/design studio founded by 

artist Ivan Toth Depeña. Our establishment stemmed from a desire 

to expand outside the realm of the artist's personal studio practice 

and bridge the divide between the fields of art, architecture, design, 

fabrication, and innovative technology. 

About Us
Studio Description

http://www.ivandepena.com/


LOI - RFQ  Submission

Letter of Interest

Thank you for considering the studio of Ivan Toth Depeña for the Glendale - Artsakh 

Avenue Overhead Installatin public art opportunity . This RFQ criteria aligns directly 

with our interests and experience - creating public installations that push artistic 

boundaries, while focusing on a meaningful response to the site, it’s history and 

function within the community. As evidenced in the project documentation I am 

submitting, I am inspired by creating projects that respond to their environment, while 

incorporating location and project specific data and patterns to develop the 

conceptual infrastructure for my work. This project is particularly interesting to my 

studio because it involves a true intersection of wellbeing, landscape, architecture and 

art within the context of an energetic health campus. 

I am a multi-disciplinary artist, holding a Masters Degree from the Graduate School of 

Design at Harvard. I am very motivated by the accessibility of a project that is 

conceived for the public realm. Public art has allowed me to focus on the 

amalgamation of my professional experiences in art, architecture, technology, light, 

audio and design, as well as my personal interests in community building and 

connection to place. My practice focuses heavily on collaboration between various 

fields and pushing technological innovation to supersede artistic and experiential 

boundaries. I have over 20 years of experience working with architects, fabricators, 

and engineers, to realize my artistic vision and deliver reliable and impactful projects 

that push artistic boundaries while engaging the community they serve.

Why we want to be a part of this project



Previous projects that relate to the RFQ through: 

nature, form, mechanics, materiality, levity, light, and 

contemplation. 

Related Projects
Various



Related Projects - “Surface” Cornelius, NC
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Related Projects - “Waveform” Charlotte, NC



Related Projects - “Waveform” Charlotte, NC



Related Projects - “Air/Traffic/Control” BNA Airport Nashville, TN
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Related Projects - “Air/Traffic/Control” BNA Airport Nashville, TN



Related Projects - “Air/Traffic/Control” BNA Airport Nashville, TN



Related Projects - “Reflect” Miami, FL



Related Projects - “Inside/Out” UNM Campus ABQ, NM



Related Projects - “Light Cloud” Glazer Children’s Museum Tampa, FL



Related Projects - “RailYard Parking Facades” Charlotte, NC



Related Projects - “RailYard Parking Facades” Charlotte, NC



Please find the following proposals that show our 

design intent for various suspended solutions. 

Proposals
Various



Louvered Canopy
Colored Metal Fins and Infrastructure (Suspended and Attached to Ground Footings Shown)



Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy”
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Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy”



Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy (Color Variations)”
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Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy (Color Variations)”



Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy (Ground Attachment)”
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Direction 01 - “Louvered Canopy (Ground Attachment)”



Previous Project Image List / Details
Titles, Descriptions and Information



Project Details - RFQ  Submission

"Surface"  
2017 
Size: 45' x 45' x 4’ (glass section only) 
Location: Cornelius, NC 
Materials: Colored laminated glass, coated steel, tempered glass, LEDs, Concrete, stucco, 
wood, landscaping 
Video: https://vimeo.com/262600268 
Budget: $3,000,000 ( Artwork Budget: $200,000) 
Commissioning Agency: Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) 
Americans for the Arts/Public Art Network “Year in Review Award” 2018 

“Surface”, a new, permanent, public art installation created for the Charlotte Area Transit 
System (CATS). The comfort station, located in the Cornelius Park and Ride, offers a rich 
visual and experiential public space, enlivening the busy commuter thoroughfare and 
immersing users in an abstract bath of light. As Mayor Chuck Travis states, “This is the 
coolest park and ride in all of CATS.” 

The 3 dimensional, colored glass installation was inspired by one of Cornelius’ adjacent 
geographic attractions, Lake Norman. Depeña used actual underwater topographic data 
from Lake Norman to recreate the abstracted experience of looking up through the 

surface of the lake. He wanted to build on the emotional experience of swimming 
beneath the water’s surface by having the light cascade and refract color on the 
surfaces of the structure. This play of light and color is intended to respond dynamically 
to the site by changing throughout the calendar with the movement of the sun. This 
allows waiting patrons to experience & enjoy a colorful, impressionistic view of the of the 
topography of Lake Norman that changes throughout the day.  Blues & greens echo the 
colors of the lake while shades of orange in the design connect back to the Carolina clay 
makes up much of the lake bottom. 

This project was a unique experience which allowed Depeña to influence the 3-
dimensional form of the driver’s comfort station. This allowed the underlying concept to 
develop seamlessly from studio sketches to final fabrication and construction. The 
overall shape utilizes a modern design that incorporates a cantilevered awning to 
function as shelter for riders but also fuses with colored art glass installation. The 
positioning of the angled sculptural centerpiece aligns directly with the polar 
coordinates (North, South, East and West) and utilizes the specifically engineered, 
canopy size and angle to take advantage of the sun’s angles throughout the day. This 
harmonious blend of art, architecture & native vernacular not only gives riders shelter 
from their environment but also connects them back to their native environment. 

Project Details (Surface)

http://ivandepena.com/work/surface/
https://vimeo.com/262600268
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“Air/Traffic/Control”  

2018 

Size: 80’ x 14’ x 4’ 

Location: Nashville, TN 

Materials: Stainless steel, art glass, LEDs and custom lighting, audio and software. 

Commissioning Agency: Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority 

Budget:  $350,000 

Americans for the Arts/Public Art Network “Year in Review Award” 2019 

In December 2018, “Air/Traffic/Control”, was installed in each of the 6 elevator lobbies at 

the Nashville International Airport’s new Ground Transportation Center and Terminal 

Parking Garage in Nashville, TN. The BNA project was inspired by the complexity and 

mechanisms of the traveler’s journey.  

Taking inspiration from flight patterns/data, cartography, movement and sound wave 

forms, Depeña created an original artwork using light and glass to transform the typical 

column into a dynamic, responsive and interactive experience for the airport traveler.  

The project utilizes the flow of commuters, and the movement within the elevator lobbies 

to activate the art. In this case, the LED components produce a visual response and act 

as a cognitive representation of the movement - circulation. The physical form of the 

column appears to transform the color and energy of the motion as the viewer walks and 

interacts with the piece, creating an ever-evolving public art installation. Utilizing the 

visible, vertical surfaces of the columns in the elevator lobby vestibules the project 

creates an animated experience of light and color, as the commuters perceive the 

installation in physical motion.  

The lighting activity is also tied to the flight information available throughout the airport’s 

active timeline. The busier the airport is with incoming and outgoing flights, the more 

active the lighting in the column becomes. 

Project Details (Air/Traffic/Control)

https://ivandepena.com/work/airtrafficcontrol/
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Steelyard Mural 

2019 

Size: 150' x 30' 

Location: Charlotte, NC 

Materials: Various acrylics, enamels, spray paint, UV clear coat 

Commissioning Agency: Charlotte City Partners 

Budget:  $75,000 

In 2018, Depeña was commissioned to conceive and produce a large scale mural in 

Charlotte, NC’s South End neighborhood. The mural is a part of the Rail Trail Initiative that 

is intended to reinvigorate the area with public art from various disciplines. The site 

consists of a raw concrete, 3 level parking garage facade and measures roughly 150' x 

30' in height. 

The initial proposal concept was deeply rooted in the  painting series “Matter”. It stems 

from a process which Depeña  loosely refers to as “Hybrid Paintings”, based on the 

various media and production methods used to create them. The series explores the 

spatial qualities of painting and drawing using topography, transparency, density of light/

color, and layering to achieve work that utilizes chance and intention to create an 

encapsulated multiverse of compositions. When experiencing the work as a whole, the 

viewer is introduced to the clear inspiration Depeña gets from natural phenomena and 

when taking a closer look a much more complex set of micro-compositions or “mini 

worlds” are revealed. The site is located along Charlotte Area Transit’s (CATS) Blue Line 

Light Rail. So another source of inspiration was the idea of incorporating movement. This 

was done in several way including long exposure photography layered into the 

composition and the usage of all 3 adjacent facades. Using all 3 facades, the pedestrian 

or light rail traveler experiences the mural from a series of perspectives and mentally 

unfolds the perspectives and stitches the composition together as a whole that wraps 

around the structure collapsing time/space. 

Project Details (Steelyard Mural)

https://ivandepena.com/work/steelyard-mural/
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MLK Jr Commemorate Sculpture "Dreamcaster" 

Commissioned 2020 

Size: 18’ x 40’ x 15’ 

Location: Atlanta, GA 

Materials: Metal, Water, Concrete, LED and Software 

Budget: $800,000.00 

Commissioning Agency: City of Atlanta Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs 

Sculptural conduit to the ether, the sculpture will respond to the visitor’s touch by 

sending a “DREAM" message. A new form of wishing well. The sculpture will be 

illuminated along each individual line via LED modules and the reflecting pool will be lit 

from within via submerged LED lighting. 

Project Details (Dreamcaster)
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“Reflect”  

2012 

Size: 14’ x 150’ x 10’ 

Location: Stephen P. Clark Government Center, Miami, FL  

Materials:  LED, Custom Light Boxes, Custom Software and Camera Tracking 

Commissioning Agency: Miami Dade Art in Public Places 

Video: https://vimeo.com/34545263 

Budget: $250,000 

Americans for the Arts/Public Art Network “Year in Review Award” 2012 

As a main stop in Miami’s MetroRail system, the space serves as a hub for commuters; 

incorporating the notion of daily circulation into his piece, Depeña uses sensors and light 

to focus on the communal nature and circulatory qualities of the lobby. The project 

engages the building’s visitors and references the idea of community through various 

means of reflection, group interactivity and high-tech playfulness. The LED nodes have 

been individually programmed to be the anchor of the work’s responsiveness and 

interactivity. Passers-by have their images captured by several infrared cameras; the 

installation’s custom software then abstracts that image in real time, displaying this 

abstraction on the light covered columns. The resulting image creates an ethereal mirror 

that testifies to the participation of the audience and the activity of the space. 

Project Details (Reflect)

https://ivandepena.com/work/project-1/
https://vimeo.com/34545263
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“Inside/Out”  

2017 

Size: 65’ x 18’ x 100’ 

Location: University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 

Materials: LED and custom aluminum light fixtures, computer, microphone, sensors  

and custom software 

Commissioning Agency: New Mexico Arts 

Video: https://vimeo.com/131924632  

Budget: $250,000 

This project is inspired by the idea that architecture can be a living, breathing organism 

that can come alive by the activity of the building’s end users. The energy created in a 

building can be projected outward into the environment and conversely, the surrounding 

environment’s energy brought inward.  

This project has 3 modes: Sunset, Night and Event/Active.  

Sunset: The lighting is programmed to respond to the environmental/color conditions at 

sunset, which is different every day. The intention is for In- side/Out to have a direct 

dialogue with the landscape and to initiate a conver- sation between the natural and the 

artificial.  

Night: When in this mode, the light patterns are designed to change infinitely in varying 

cycles. The goal is to never have a repeated pattern during the life of the project.  

Event/Active: During the Lobo basketball games and special events, the noise level in the 

Arena activate the lights on the exterior of the circulation tower. The crowd noise is 

captured and directly programmed in real time via the dynamic movement of the LED 

lights that are connected to a microphone sensor located near the bleachers.  

Project Details (Inside/Out)

https://ivandepena.com/work/insideout/
http://www.apple.com


Project Details - RFQ  Submission

“Color Field”  

2014 

Size: 14’ x 150’ x 10’ 

Location : Federal Station - Lakewood/Denver, CO  

Materials: Powder coated steel, Colored Glass, Concrete, LEDs, Colored Glass, Concrete, 

LEDs 

Commissioning Agency: RTD FasTracks Light Rail 

Video: https://vimeo.com/96558614  

Budget: $150,000 

Depeña was commissioned by RTD FasTracks in Denver, CO to conceive of a permanent 

public art installation at the West Rail Line's Federal Center Station. The resulting project 

is a sort of dysfunctional sundial derived to cast ever changing patterns of color across 

over 100 feet of ramps, stairs and walkways. In a sense, nature's inherent chaos is being 

interpreted and represented as its own evolving, kaleidoscopic abstraction. Each of the 

18 "tree-like" structures were created using software that allows the artist to generate 

form algorithmically. This process insured that each sculpture and glass lens was unique. 

Project Details (Color Field)

https://ivandepena.com/work/color-field/
https://vimeo.com/96558614


Project Details - RFQ  Submission

“Light Cloud”  

2018 

Size: 17’ x 15’ x 15’ 

Location: Glazer Children’s Museum, Tampa, Florida 

Materials: Aluminum, LED, Electronics and Software 

Commissioning Agency: Glazer Children’s Museum 

Budget $200,000 

Visitors use touch sensors to create ever-changing light and soundscapes that whirl 

around this high-tech work of art, while learning about mixing the colors of light. Light 

Cloud blends the boundaries of art and interactive learning through glowing tubes of 

light, conductive touch pads, color changing LED strips and soundscapes. 

Project Details (Light Cloud)

https://ivandepena.com/work/light-cloud/


BOUNTIFUL
Matthew Mazzotta

Social Space LLC
41 East Main Street
Canton, NY, 13617
triangle@mit.edu

315-521-1399

JANUARY 14, 2022



MATTHEW MAZZOTTA
Matthew Mazzotta uses clouds, giant flamingos, houses and dog waste 
to design unique public spaces with communities to solve unaddressed 
issues.

Matthew Mazzotta works at the intersection of art, activism, and 
urbanism, focusing on the power of the built environment to 
shape our relationships and experiences. His community-specific 
public projects integrate new forms of civic participation and 
social engagement into the built environment and reveal how the 
spaces we travel through and spend our time living within have 
the potential to become distinct sites for intimate, radical, and 
meaningful exchanges. Through his process, each project starts 
by creating temporary public spaces for listening – ‘Outdoor 
Living Room’ - as a way to capture voices from local people that 
might not attend more formal meetings. Stemming from this 
approach are experiences that involve people from a range of 
backgrounds working together to create new models of living that 
contribute to local culture beyond the economic realm. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/matthew_mazzotta_playful_wondrous_public_spaces_built_for_community_and_possibility

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMYvWg7JF3I






SITE ANALYSIS



Vibrant/Growth + Contemporary/Meaningful



Glendale has a large Armenian population, in addition to Black, Latinx, 
Korean, and Filipino communities. Glendale has openly acknowledged 
its unfortunate history of racial discrimination, apologizing and 
committing to atone for these practices in a formal resolution issued in 
September 2020 - making it the first city in California and third city in 
the nation to do so. 

Glendale is also a regional shopping destination, with the Glendale 
Galleria, The Americana at Brand, the Brand Boulevard of Cars. 
Downtown Glendale contains a mix of department stores, chains, and 
small independent businesses. Lastly, San Fernando Boulevard is a 
media-tech corridor for many film- related businesses including 
DreamWorks Animation and Walt Disney Studios. Glendale’s Tech 
Strategy provides a road map for growing Glendale’s technology-based 
business sector.
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PROPOSED OVERHEAD ARTWORK LOCATION





View of Glendale with the San Gabriel Mountains and the Verdugo Mountains in the background



ARTSAKH
art and architecture, traditional and contemporary
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ARTSAKH
art and architecture, traditional and contemporary



ARTSAKH
trees / nature
People of the Forest: the origin of the geographical term Artsakh
The first word is Ayr (այր), which means man, and the second – Tsakh (ցախ), meaning forest. In 
combination, the two words mean People [Men] of the Forest.

Goris Cemetery



ARTSAKH
trees / nature
Tnjri
a 2042-year-old giant Oriental plane tree situated nearby the village Skhtorashen de jure in the Khojavend 
District of Azerbaijan, de facto in the Martuni Province of self-proclaimed Republic of Artsakh.



https://nagornokarabakh.com/history-of-artsakh-nagorno-karabakh/people-of-the-forest-artsakh-nagorno-karabakh/



Tnjri (Armenian: Տնջրի /tənd͡ʒəˈɾi/, from տնջրի tnǰri, which in Karabakh dialect means 
‘plane tree’) is a 2042-year-old giant Oriental plane tree situated nearby the village 
Skhtorashen de jure in the Khojavend District of Azerbaijan, de facto in the Martuni 
Province of self-proclaimed Republic of Artsakh. The hollow of the tree is 44 sq.m., where 
more than 40 people can stand and the height is more than 54 m which can be compared 
with an 18-story building. 

The tree has been visited by many famous people - such as the inventor of Armenian 
alphabet Mesrop Mashtots (5th century AD), first Armenian historian Movses Khorenatsi 
(5th century AD), musician and poet Sayat-Nova (18th century).[1] Every year thousands 
of pilgrims and tourists who visit Artsakh. Tnjri serves as a local shrine.



In Nagorno-Karabakh, people grapple 
with war’s aftermath

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/nagorno-karabakh-people-grapple-war-aftermath-covid



https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/nagorno-karabakh-people-grapple-war-aftermath-covid





https://armenia.travel/en/spring-in-armenia-



https://www.armeniatree.org/



https://www.ec
okayan.com/ar
menia/travel/ex
plore/trees-and
-bushes-of-arm
enia-and-their-r
ole-in-daily-life



Vibrant/Growth + Contemporary/Meaningful



CONCEPT



BOUNTIFUL



Video (Kinetic)  
https://vimeo.com/666161731 



Two Color Variations
 





















NARRATIVE/DESIGN INTENT



NARRATIVE/DESIGN INTENT-
CONCEPT
BOUNTIFUL is a interactive kinetic sculpture and social space in the form of a “Tree” that provides multiple 
seating arrangements and a moving canopy activated by wind. The tree trunk of BOUNTIFUL is wrapped in 
images of fruit bearing plants that are native to Artsakh.

STRATEGY 
The project’s concept and design strategically navigates its position in the public realm by providing 
multiple depths of reading the work. 

On first glance the colorful swaying tree is an exciting and whimsical image that one sees turning the 
corner onto Artsakh. For visitors who go under the shade structure of the large swaying tree canopy it is an 
immersive experience of shadows and colors. Images of flowering fruit plants native to Artsakh wrapping 
tree’s trunk. The playful nature of being dwarfed by the moving shade structure is enhanced by the multiple 
seating options of the “roots” and swing to spend time under the tree. 

Although most visitors will first be drawn to the unique experience of the colorful swaying tree, BOUNTIFUL 
actually has a deeper connection to the location this project’s concept is born from - Artsakh. The deeper 
context of the project will be available on site or could be tied in as a remote piece for the future National 
Armenian Museum.



CONCEPT - Why a Tree?
Trees are an important element of everyday life in Artsakh from food production to firewood and were 
instrumentalized in the conflict 

There is many current initiatives that focus on planting food bearing trees for sustenance and a sense of 
repairing the landscape and providing hope

Tnjri Tree (‘plane tree’) is a meaningful and famous icon of the Artsakh region 

Metaphor - Many Armenian residents have relocated and set roots in Glendale, however BOUNTIFUL-a 
solidly rooted tree full of growth, flowers, and fruit- is for anyone who calls Glendale their home and a 
place to identify with and grow within 













NARRATIVE/DESIGN INTENT-
TITLE
The title of BOUNTIFUL comes from the idea of a solid foundation for growth and abundance -  a tree with 
strong roots, full canopy, flowers and fruit - reflecting the journey and identity of Glendale and the entire 
Artsakh street design





NARRATIVE/DESIGN INTENT

BOUNTIFUL draws on the themes laid out by the extensive planning in the area 

- The renaming of the street to Artsakh is a major achievement for a community that once had 
prejudice and exclusivism as part of its identity 

- The future National Armenian Museum that will be created at the end of the street and the work that 
has been done online (glendalereckoning.org) tells a story of a community that has grown bountiful 
with ideas and actions of inclusivity, diversity and acceptance.

- The new landscape design of Artsakh increases transportation and occupation of the site on a 
human level (walking, sitting, viewing performances, etc) - BOUNTIFUL weaves directly into these 
design ideas like the swings, unique seating, shade structure, playfulness, and creating images of 
wonder.



MATERIALS & DIMENSIONS



ART CLASSIFICATION: 

Site-Specific Permanent Sculptural Installation 

MEASUREMENTS: 

H-31’11” W-41’8” D-52’8”

PRIMARY MEDIUM

Stain and painted wood, steel, and fiberglass

DURATION

Permanent

FABRICATOR

TBD

FINISH SPECIFICATION

Matthew’s 3 part paint system for fiberglass 

trunk

Stained and painted wood canopy

ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS



ARTWORK - MATERIAL PALETTE

FRAMING MATERIAL AND CABLES

GALVANIZED STEEL

Galvanized Steel is an ideal choice for framing for its 
corrosion-resistant material property and strength. With 

its characteristics it can withstand long-term 
environmental exposure with low maintenance.

TREE TRUNK

FIBERGLASS

The ideal characteristics of fiberglass as a public 
material - rigid, easily shaped, repaired, and painted. The 
unique form of the trunk is a decorative and functional 

element. Same material Claus Oldenberg’s public 
works. 

TREE CANOPY

WOOD

Treated wood (stained and painted) on a cable system 
makes the expansive canopy and  allows for air, light, 

and water passage while still providing shading.











TIMELINE



TIMELINE

December 9, 2021 - January 27, 2022
Preliminary Design  and Presentation 

February 1, 2022 - Feb 28, 2022
Award Project, Contract Execution

Mar 1 - May 15, 2022 
Design Development, Bid Leveling 

May 15 - Aug 1, 2022
Fabrication: Metal & Foam Fabrication 

Aug 1 - Nov 1, 2022
Fabrication: Fiberglass, Assembly & Finishes 

Nov 1 - Nov 15, 2022
Fabrication: Crate and Ship

Nov 15 - Dec 15, 2022
Installation, 20 days on site (excluding holidays)

Dec
2021            

Jan
2022            

Feb
2022            

Mar
2022            

Apr
2022            

Dec
2022            

Nov
2022            

May
2022            

Jun
2022            

Jul
2022            

Aug
2022            

Sep
2022            

Oct
2022            



BUDGET







GLENDALE 

14 January 2022

CITYWIDE PUBLIC ART LANDMARKS RFP
OVERHEAD PROPOSAL



ARTIST’S INITIAL THOUGHTS
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CONCEPT SKETCH & INSPIRATION
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This metal canopy embodies the elemental force of the wind, 
appearing as a piece of fabric that’s rippling in a breeze. Rather than 
using a single, heavy piece of metal to create shade, we’ve used a 
series of lines that allow light to filter through. We can tweak the 
arrangement of these lines to offer more or less shade - currently, the 
canopy provides 50% shade.  

“What I enjoy about this piece is that it’s both sculptural and functional at 
the same time. When I look at it, I feel the breeze.”

PAUL COCKSEDGE
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LED LIGHTING
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DIMENSIONS & MATERIALS

95’

11’

10’

material: powder-coated steel / aluminium
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BUDGET

Date: January 14th 2022

Artist: Paul Cocksedge Location: Glendale, CA

Artwork: Breeze (working title) Artwork intent: as per visuals, 
subject to modificationsClient: City of Glendale

ITEMS & SCOPE USD

1 Design Detailing ($ 74,570.00)       

2 Fabrication & Engineering (incl. materials & labour) ($ 225,722.00)     

3 Installation ($ 18,080.50)       

4 Crating & Shipping ($ 9,300.00)         

5 Handover documentation ($ 7,950.00)         

6 Project Management & Overheads ($ 65,000.00)       

Sub-total ex tax ($ 400,622.50)     

7 Artist fee (inc. Intelectual property license) 20% ($ 80,124.50)       

Total ex. TAX ($ 480,747.00)     

Size & Materials: pls complete Contingency (3%) ($ 14,422.41)       

Total inc. contigency, ex. TAX ($ 495,169.41)     

BUDGET

95’ x 11’ x 10’ / steel or aluminium
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BUDGET METHODOLOGY

Note that our Scope, Approach and Pricing is preliminary, and we will need to go through 
Design Development with the chosen Fabricator, the Client, and engineers to come to a final 
fixed cost. In this process we will define the final design of the artwork, exact scope of works, 
material quantities, design connection details, firm up vendor quotes, and engineering of the 
artwork, the foundation and requirements for installation & setting out of the piece. Our final 
Scope, Approach and final Pricing proposal will be issued for the confirmation by the client 
before commence of the Fabrication.

SCOPE & APPROACH

Initiation: Paul Cocksedge Studio (PCS) will kick-off the project with a detailed, preliminary 
engineering study. This will dictate the final form, material & scale of the piece. PCS will work 
alongside the fabricator’s engineers & the Client to define unknowns in the design, identify the 
necessary suspension details, and engineer the artwork for permanent installation.

A series of meetings with the project architects, engineers & building contractors will inform the 
appropriate approach to the project.

We will revise drawings, renders and specifications as needed in order to have the project 
approved and supported by the relevant parties. 

Design Development & Fabrication: During Design Development, PCS, & the Fabricator will 
work alongside the Client to produce a range of material samples & finishes to fabricate the 
final piece. The Fabricator will provide sample boards including different colours/finishes for the 
metal ribs as well as the framework of the piece.

The Fabricator will also produce a mockup section prototype, showing all final details & finishes 
of the piece. This will also be used to identify the best lighting scheme for the artwork.

A lighting study/workshop will be organized to identify the most suitable solution for 
illuminating the piece at night. This will be done through a series of video calls, with support of  
a Lighting Designer provided by the Fabricator.

PCS & Fabricator will submit to the client regular project status reports, photos and/or videos in 
order to obtain sign offs before proceeding with the fabrication. 

The fabrication of the Artwork will take place in the Fabricator’s workshop, located in the 
US (California or Colorado). Fabricator will provide the engineering coordination, detailed 
connections analysis, guidelines for the suspension design, structural drawings and calculation 
package for permitting, with stamped and sealed drawings by their engineer licensed in the 
state of California.

Packaging and crating: Shipping from Fabricator’s workshop to site in Glendale, CA, the piece 
will be installed by the Fabricator in coordination with the Client to receive the artwork on site. 

The piece will come in parts and be assembled on-site. 

Installation: In preparation for the Installation, PCS and Fabricator will coordinate with the Client 
& their contractors for the appropriate suspension mechanism to be installed in place prior to 
receiving the artwork on site. 

The cost includes installation of the artwork in Glendale, CA, including labour, necessary 
equipment, and trash removal. The installation excludes the suspension framework and 
installation of the framework. Fabricator’s PM, alongside a PCS representative will oversee 
installation of the artwork, the cost listed includes travel, meals and accommodations for the 
duration of the installation & handover. All travel costs are included at today’s rate for both 
Fabricator & PCS. 

Handover: following the installation of the artwork, the Fabricator will complete the official 
handover of the artwork to the Client, alongside a PCS representative. In case of an international 
travel restrictions, a PCS representative will be present during the installation & handover 
remotely, via video conferencing. PCS have delivered successful international projects in the 
past 2 years using this approach. 

EXCLUSIONS + ASSUMPTIONS

- Assumes artwork sections mechanically fixed on-site
- Assumes daytime labour
- Assumes the Client to provide electric access for the lighting fixtures at pre-agreed locations 
- Assumes the wiring, controls and installation of the light fixtures is done by the Client
- Assumes the Client will be responsible for obtaining and paying for all permits required to 
perform the work, including a building permit and street closure permits if applicable
- Assumes the Client will be responsible for Building Department fees, governmental approvals, 
surveyors or third part inspections
- Assumes the suspension framework will be designed with the support of the Client’s Architects 
& Engineers, based on the requirements specified by the Fabricator’s engineers
- Assumes the Client will be responsible for the installation of an appropriate suspension 
framework, specified by the Fabricator. 
- Assumes the worksite will have clear and unobstructed access during installation
- Assumes the scale of the artwork based on today’s cost of raw materials, subject to change
- Artwork may require additional support to assist with deflection, not pictured in the 
visualizations
- Artwork may be adjusted in scale, form & materials based on engineering studies
- Excludes site work outside of installation
- Excludes Civil Engineering
- Excludes coordination with other consultants/contractors, unless listed
- Excludes insurance in excess of the fabricator’s standard limits
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TIMELINE

PRELIMINARY TIMELINE Issue date: 14 January 2022

Artist: Paul Cocksedge Location: Glendale, CA

Artwork: Breeze (working title) Artwork intent: as per visuals, subject to 
modificationsClient: City of Glendale

DELIVERY IN DECEMBER 2022

PHASE DETAILS Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2022

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1 Contract signed by 21 February

2 Design Development 6-8 weeks

3 Shop Drawings 4-6 weeks

4 Permitting TBC

5 Fabrication 24-30 weeks

6 Final sign off by end of November 2022

7 Shipping 1-2 weeks

8 Installation 1 week

9 Handover by end of December 2022
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Carlson Baker Arts is dedicated to providing the arts community and 
creative professionals worldwide with the highest level of design 
development, engineering, and custom fabrication services. 

Their Sun Valley, California firm has become one of the most sought-
after resources for artists seeking to produce technically challenging, 
complicated, large-scale works, with cost-effective solutions to complex 
projects. 

With over fifty years of collective industry experience, CBA offers the 
latest in state-of-the-art technology and precision, enhancing their 
ability to serve a diverse range of design professionals. 

We have been working with Carlson Baker Arts & Juno Works on this pitch for the past 4 weeks. Both fabricators are very excited about this opportunity and 
have an excelent track record of delivering projects of this scale and quality. They have been briefed in detail and through a design workshop, they provided 
quotes for the piece.

https://www.carlsonbakerarts.com https://www.junoworks.com

JunoWorks is a custom metal fabrication studio specializing in art and 
architectural metal works. The team at JunoWorks is capable of meeting 
the most demanding requirements. 

They work with internationally recognized artists on a wide range of 
projects. They also work with emerging artists on projects of all sizes. 
JunoWorks’ fabricators have worked on hundreds of projects and average 
more than 20 years experience. Experts in crafting steel, our team excels 
in projects requiring stainless steel, aluminum, copper or bronze. 

Located just north of Denver, JunoWorks has successfully completed 
projects nationally andinternationally.

CARLSON BAKER ARTS JUNO WORKS

POTENTIAL FABRICATORS
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Paul Cocksedge Studio was founded in 2004 in London and has established a reputation 
for its original and innovative design - winning awards nationally and internationally. 
We’re known for our people-centred approach, as well as our willingness to push the 
boundaries of materials and manufacturing processes. Over the last decade, we’ve 
designed products, architectural installations, and several major public art pieces for 
locations around the world. We have more than 17 years’ experience delivering public 
art projects, which includes permanent art installations for the Lois Eskenazi Museum 
of Art in Indianapolis, as well as the City of Norman, Oklahoma.

Our work often speaks to communities, engaging people and transforming their 
experience of the world around them. For example, Please Be Seated - a public art 
piece commissioned by British Land and London Design Festival - which was installed 
in the largest pedestrianised neighbourhood in London, and designed to inhabit the 
public space without disrupting the flow of movement.

We have extensive experience working in the public realm which includes collaborating 
with property developers, cultural clients, governmental organisations, architects, 
landscape architects, planners and engineers. We understand how to meet tight 
deadlines without compromising on our creative approach. Our approach is to 
prioritise durability, designing pieces that are long-lasting, energy efficient and easy 
to maintain - using natural materials where possible. 

For this project, we would work with UAP - who we’ve collaborated with several 
times in the past - to fabricate the piece. UAP is an international leader in developing, 
fabricating and installing public art projects and signature architectural features. UAP 
has realised over 1,500 projects in the last 25 years, with notable projects including 
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s Speaking Willow in Washington DC ,and Emilie Brzezinski’s 
Lament, also in Washington DC. UAP has completed multiple projects from its NY 
workshop, which is a four-hour drive from Baltimore. 

Although Paul Cocksedge Studio has not completed any projects in Baltimore to date, 
we have worked extensively in the US, as well as many other international locations. 
We believe this gives us the advantage of bringing a fresh perspective to the area, 
while drawing on our previous experience to respond thoughtfully and sensitivity to 
the local community and their unique needs. 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

CONTACT DETAILS: 
Joana Pinho

joana@paulcocksedgestudio.com
+44 7796 081365

Paul Cocksedge Studio was founded in 2004 in London and has established a 
reputation for its original and innovative design - winning awards nationally and 
internationally. We’re known for our people-centred approach, as well as our 
willingness to push the boundaries of materials and manufacturing processes. Over 
the last decade, we’ve designed products, architectural installations, and several 
major public art pieces for locations around the world. We have more than 17 years’ 
experience delivering public art projects, which includes permanent art installations 
for the Lois Eskenazi Museum of Art in Indianapolis, as well as the City of Norman, 
Oklahoma.

Our work often speaks to communities, engaging people and transforming their 
experience of the world around them. For example, Please Be Seated - a public 
art piece commissioned by British Land and London Design Festival - which was 
installed in the largest pedestrianised neighbourhood in London, and designed to 
inhabit the public space without disrupting the flow of movement.

We have extensive experience working in the public realm which includes 
collaborating with property developers, cultural clients, governmental organisations, 
architects, landscape architects, planners and engineers. We understand how to 
meet tight deadlines without compromising on our creative approach. Our approach 
is to prioritise durability, designing pieces that are long-lasting, energy efficient and 
easy to maintain - using natural materials where possible.

ABOUT US

CONTACT DETAILS: 
Joana Pinho 

joana@paulcocksedgestudio.com 
+44 7796 081365
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Paul Cocksedge Studio was founded in 
2004 by Paul Cocksedge and Joana 
Pinho. With a strong and dedicated team 
of collaborators, the studio has won national 
and international acclaim for its original and 
innovative design, underpinned by research 
into the limits of technology, materials and 
manufacturing processes.

A key feature of our work, in everything from 
product design and architectural projects 
to installations and sculpture, is a focus on 
simplicity and imagination in order to create 
unique people-centred designs. At the core 
of this focus lies an unrelenting attention 
to detail, a willingness to question previous 
assumptions about design, and an eagerness 
to take on a wide-ranging array of projects.

The studio works on projects across the 
world, dealing with a variety of different 
objectives, budgets and regulations.  

Adaptability is at the heart of every project we take 
on, large or small. Through effective planning and 
close collaboration with clients and stakeholders, we 
bring a high level of expertise to every part of the 
design process.

Our clients include British Land, Swire Properties, 
Swarovski, Fendi, NHS, BMW, City of Norman, Indiana 
University Bloomington, as well as private clients, 
and our work is included in collections at the V&A, 
MoMA and Vitra Design Museum. Our work has 
received accolades from Wallpaper*, the Design 
Museum, Homes & Gardens and the German Design 
Council.

Awards

2018  Winner of ‘Best Last Word’ for the ‘Excava 
tion’ 2018 Wallpaper Design Awards 

2018 ‘Excavation’ project nominated for 
Beazley Designs of the Year 2018

2018 Finalist, Design of the British Pavilion, 
Dubai Expo 2020

2014 ELLE Decoration British Design Awards  
nomination in the Best British Sustainable 
Design Category with ‘The Vamp’

2014 Moët Hennessy PAD London prize 2014 
for best Contemporary Design Object  
with the ‘Poised Table’

2014 The Homes & Gardens Award for best  
Product and Innovation Designer with 
‘The Vamp’

2014 Winner of the Lighting category for   
‘Shade’ by Flos - Elle Decoration China,  
Elle Deco International Design Awards

2013 Illumni Infinity Award (Gold) for ‘Bourrasque’
2011 German Design Council Awards to BMW  

for ‘Sestosenso’
2009 Grand Designs Awards for ‘Best Lighting 

Design’ Finalist
2008 Brit Insurance ‘Designs of the Year’ 

Award nomination
2004  Design Museum’s Designer of the Year’ 

Award nomination

2003  The Bombay Sapphire Glass Prize, 1st 
Prize

Museum and Public Collections

British Council, London
Die Neue Sammlung, Munich, Germany
London Design Museum, London 
Museum of Arts and Design, New York
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Victoria & Albert Museum, London 
Vitra Design Museum, Germany

Selected Solo Exhibitions, Installations and 
Architectural Projects

2019 ‘Unbound’, public art for Norman Public Li 
brary, OK, USA

2019 ‘Gust of Wind’, art installation for Indiana 
University Bloomington, USA

2019 Please Be Seated, public art for Broadgate, 
British Land, London

2019 ‘Spectrum’, design of VIP Lounge for Swire 
Properties, Art Basel Hong Kong

2018 ‘Breathe’, in collaboration with The Estée 
Lauder Companies for China Xintiandi,  
Shanghai

2018 
2017 

‘Orbits’ for COS store, Coal Drops Yard,  London
‘Excavation: Evicted’ at Salone di Mobile, Milan, Italy

2015 ‘Freeze’ at Friedman Benda, New York

Paul Cocksedge 

Years of Experience - 19 
Qualifications
MA Product Design,  
Royal College of Art (2002)

Joana Pinho 

Years of Experience - 19 
Qualifications
MA Communication in Art & 
Design, Royal College of Art 
(2002) 

BIOGRAPHY

2020 ‘Here Comes The Sun’, open-source 
design personal project

2020 ‘Slump’ solo exhibition at Carpenters 
Workshop Gallery, London

2021 ‘Performance’ solo exhibition at 
Friedman Benda New York

2021 ‘Gravity Chandelier’ for Moooi
2021 ‘Why Run store’ interior, Milan, Italy

2021 ‘Please Be Seated’ China edition, public art 
installation for Swire Properties

2021 ‘Time Loop’ public art installation commissioned 
by Sino Group for Kwun Tong, Hong Kong
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WEBSITE: www.paulcocksedgestudio.com
SOCIAL MEDIA: @paulcocksedge  



THE END

Disclaimer:
The information contained in this proposal is confidential and intended only for the use of Paul Cocksedge Studio® and individual to whom 
it is addressed. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, retention, distribution, disclosure, 
printing or copying of this proposal is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this proposal in error please notify Paul 
Cocksedge Studio® by returning this proposal to us at info@paulcocksedgestudio.com and destroying all copies.
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